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• -1- UCRL-20001 This document contains high energy elastic scattering data which have been of interest to us in the. study of elementary particle collisions. It is produced with the blessing, but without the guarantee, of the Particle Data Group, who view it as an interim measure, to serve until their more systematic collections appear. We can promise neither completeness nor perfect accuracy. On the other hand we have accumulated these data for our own use in the past few years, with the care one reserves for personal treasures.
Our figures give differential cross sections, total cross sections, and "effective alph~s", or effective Regge trajectories:
aeff' These last are derived from the data by (interpolating in t, if necessary and) fi{ting dcrjdt from all energies s, at each particular value of t, to the form with dcr dt (s; t fixed) 2 s 0 = l (GeVjc) . = S 2aff(t)-2 f(t) (-) e so .
The tables give differential cross sections and total cross 2 sections in mb/(GeV) and mb, respectively; polarization, and (real part of amplitude)j(imaginary part of amplitude).
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